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Less is More.... These three simple words explain my vision on playing the trumpet. This particular methodology is suitable for advanced trumpet players, teachers and conservatory students.

This exercise book explains how to play the trumpet instead of fighting it. In this method I have tried to combine two worlds: the world of physiotherapy and the practical one of playing the trumpet. In the first two chapters I focus primarily on the technical and theoretical side of this objective. The reasons for developing this methodology are outlined in chapter 3. This exercise book is heavily based on my own experiences and decades of practical experience. Every now and then I'll complement this with stories and anecdotes from my professional career. Exercises start from chapter 4 onwards preceded by do’s and don’ts and useful tips.

Let's go back to the title of this book for a minute. How do you go about making playing the trumpet easier and what do you mean by “less is more”? Firstly by using less air and doing proportionally less with the embouchure, playing the trumpet becomes less difficult and more effective.

I would like to emphasize that this manual isn’t a course for long distance learning and that practical tuition by a professional should have your preference. This is a method for advanced trumpet players but teachers and students alike can also benefit from this book. The basic techniques that are discussed in this book can also be important for beginners to study.

For further information, like clips of the various exercises, or details about private lessons, clinics and workshops, please visit my website: www.frankvanderpoelmusic.nl
Chapter 1
BASIC TECHNIQUE WITHOUT TRUMPET

Introduction
Players of a wind instrument, trumpeters in particular, often underestimate the importance of applying the correct basic techniques. There are a number of reasons to delve deep into this subject matter and share my experiences through this publication. The first obvious reason is an injury I got about 25 years ago. This injury was the result of ignoring rest periods. By structurally straining my body, I began looking for alternatives – pitfalls – that resulted in moving further away from these basic techniques. Eventually, after a break of over a year, I started playing the trumpet again.

It was a traumatic experience. Everything that had once come so naturally was gone and I felt lost. I was at my wits’ end and consulted an institute that specialised in therapy for musicians with posture and breathing problems. For the first time in my life I was confronted with the fundamental importance of having correct posture and breathing from my lower abdomen. These issues were never really dealt with during my time at music school and conservatory. I’ll elaborate on this later in the book.

Secondly, years of teaching have taught me that explaining basic techniques and limiting yourself to catchwords like abdominal breathing, air, compact and core is not sufficient. A structural and overall focus on basic techniques is essential to eventually develop them into a natural reflex. Over the years I have discovered that playing the trumpet is a matter of prioritising. I’m totally convinced that basic techniques determine 80% of the outcome of trumpet play, while the embouchure (10%), the mouthpiece (5%), the course material (4%) and the instrument (1%) account for the remaining 20%. Usually it’s the other way round and the focus is on the embouchure, the mouthpiece and the instrument. The foundation is being overlooked – quite possible unconsciously. This often happens because teachers don’t really know the ins and outs of how it all really works.

Finally, my motivation stems from best practices I picked up from vocal teachers and speech therapists. Vocal teachers often spend the first half of a lesson on abdominal breathing exercises; a natural focus for them. These are basic techniques for posture and abdominal breathing, but also for sound and capacity. These exercises form up to 60-70% of a singing lesson. Abdominal breathing should be seen as something that comes naturally.

Once you realise that playing the trumpet will be easier if you use the right techniques, you’re on the right track. The only objective should be:
• make playing the trumpet easier.
• Focus on the technique and not the embouchure.

In chapter 1 I limit myself to explanations and exercises without a trumpet. Followed by exercises with the trumpet in chapter 2. The thought process behind this methodology can be found in chapter 3. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 cover the daily exercises. It’s very important to follow this sequence by practicing the breathing technique.
Standing position

You can practice and check the right technique both standing as well as sitting. However, the best results can be achieved by standing up. Just spread your legs slightly, and make sure to stand up straight with your crown held high. Try to relax your body completely by pulling your shoulders up high and dropping them. Repeat this a few times and feel how relaxed you are. If you move your bodyweight slowly and carefully to the heels of your feet, you are effectively standing in a passive posture: your body is not prepared to get active. On the other hand, if you move your bodyweight to the balls of your feet you are creating an active posture and your body is ready to jump into action.

Try shifting your bodyweight forward and backwards a few times, but don’t overdo it. You should be able to feel and find the tension in the lower parts of your body.

During this exercise you’ll experience a horizontal tension in your lower abdomen, between your belly button and your pubic bone, at the height of your belt. It’s an inward sensation, and it feels like your abdominal wall is being pulled inside (the use of the stomach muscles creates a vertical tension). The horizontal tension is caused by the pyramidalis, a muscle in the centre of the lower abdomen that is shaped like a triangle (see example 1 and 2).

One advantage of the active posture is that all tension in your body will be transported to your pelvis and even lower, while your upper body is totally relaxed.

The pyramidalis is an abdominal muscle that – when activated - makes the membrane around the diaphragm more flexible. Inhaling, the membrane around the diaphragm drops down and the lungs fill up and drop, while the lower abdomen expands. This is what’s called abdominal breathing.

With a passive position, the membrane around the diaphragm remains hard and doesn’t get the chance to drop down. During this process, lungs will fill up in an upward direction, the so-called chest breathing.

A correct posture – standing straight and with the bodyweight slightly forward – is crucial for the following exercises as well as for playing the trumpet in general.

Sitting position

While seated, ensure your legs are slightly parted, keep your head up, lean as far back as possible with your back right up against the chair; make sure your back is straight and your pelvis is tilted forward. To get the right feeling, try to tilt your pelvis backwards, so your back arches. If you tilt your pelvis forward again your back should be straight and should not be touching the back of the chair, assuming you’ve done it correctly.

Breath support — breathing in

Breathing in is the foundation for breath support. A complete inhaling procedure consists of three phases:

1. The lower abdomen (pyramidalis)
2. The sides
3. The chest
Standing position
Resume the position, as described in chapter 1. Move your body weight slightly forward and focus on the pyramidalis. Your upper body will be totally relaxed, with an active posture. While holding the trumpet you may experience a feeling of tension in your upper body. It is important to hold the trumpet in a relaxed manner. Your left hand is only holding the trumpet or even better – the trumpet is resting in your hand. The less tension you have in your left hand, the better.
Your right hand should be kept free for playing the valves. Keep your thumb under the lead pipe to keep the right balance. Try not to use the finger hook. If you do place your little finger behind the finger hook, you’re inclined to:

1. Hold the trumpet with both hands;
2. Pull the trumpet towards you;
3. Limit your movements.

Your ring finger is the slowest finger, because it’s connected to the same metacarpal as your little finger. If you cancel out your little finger by placing it behind the finger hook, your ring finger becomes even slower.
Many publications state that the trumpet needs to be at an angle of 90° to the mouth and also at an angle of 90° in relation to your hands. This last statement is correct, but to use the first one as a rule of thumb is totally ridiculous.

Sitting position
While seated, ensure your legs are slightly parted, keep your head up, lean as far back as possible with your back right up against the chair; make sure your back is straight and your pelvis is tilted forward. To get the right feeling, try to tilt your pelvis backwards, so your back arches. If you tilt your pelvis forward again your back should be straight and should not be touching the back of the chair, assuming you’ve done it correctly.

Breath support
To conclude, here are a few exercises to practice inhaling and exhaling with the trumpet. The principle of these exercises is the same as those in chapter 1. The following exercises are more practical though.

Exercise 5
• Check your posture and concentrate on the pyramidalis.
• Breathe out the remaining air, without inhaling first.
• Take a deep breath, from your lower abdomen, and play a C₂ for 10 counts in pianissimo*. Make sure to use all the air you inhaled and to take another deep breath.
• Repeat this sequence with 15, 20 and 30 counts of exhaling.

* It may seem impossible to consume all the air you inhaled with a note of 10 counts in pianissimo. However, by starting unreservedly without excessive compression and by turning all the inhaled air into sound and strength – not in volume! – you’ll notice that it’s possible to improve sound and strength considerably.
The dynamic signs with the following exercises are relative. The most important thing is the contrast between soft and powerful, which should be generated by the pyramidalis, and certainly not by using your lips or neck muscles! You might also want to try breathing in, without releasing the remaining air in your lungs first. While inhaling, pay attention to the tension in your lower abdomen and the use of your lower abdomen and flanks (no chest!). If this is still a bit too hard, just follow the old way, by expelling the remaining air first. Try the new method at a later stage again. Eventually this new way of breathing will come naturally, because exhaling the remaining air first isn’t practical.

Exercise 6
- Check your posture and concentrate on the pyramidalis.
- Take a deep breath, from your lower abdomen, and play a C2 for 5 counts in pp and finish with two strong quarter notes (see example 7). Play the quarter notes with a soft tongue (da instead of ta).
- Make sure to use all the air you inhaled and to take another deep breath.
- Do the exercise in a steady tempo of $\frac{4}{4} = 60$. Also make sure that you breathe in at the end of the line at the same tempo, and continue immediately with the following line.
- If possible carry on with this sequence with a starting note of 10 and 15 counts.

The reflex you develop in your lower abdomen with the quarter notes is a strong inward pulse of the stomach. If you push your stomach outwards with the quarter notes, you’re not creating any breath support. The possible reason for this is the flexing of your stomach muscles. The stimulation in lower stomach to turn inwards will be caused by the dynamic contrast of going from pp to ff. The bigger the contrast, the bigger the stimulation. By making the quarter notes broader and maintaining the right tempo, it’ll be easier for your breath support. The airflow is much smoother and isn’t obstructed by spaces between the notes.
In this chapter the exercises start with legato. This is the most obvious articulation to develop the breath support. You’ll be able to exhale without any problems because the airflow is not obstructed. It’s a common misconception that breath support is only important for the high register. Breath support has to be felt as a constant pressure on the airflow and has to be present all times! If low notes are not stable, it means there’s a lack of breath support. 

Breath support is more than obvious!

Enough time spent on theory, let’s get our hands dirty and start playing.

Exercise 1 – octave and fifth is an exercise that is perfectly suited for warming-up. The purpose of warming-up is to loosen the embouchure and breathing technique in an easy way. This is an essential part of the daily practise.

The objective of the exercise is to play a descending line with little air. You must try to keep the starting-embouchure position in the descending line. I call this technique compact play. You start in a certain octave and eventually you drop four octaves. You can start blowing out the remaining air, if you’d like (See chapter 1, page 11 section 4). With this exercise it’s important that you don’t breathe in too much air, as you’ll only consume a little bit. If you inhale too much air this will cause uneasiness after a few beats, because you can’t get rid of the air that you inhaled and it will start to build up. Try and play the first note of every piece with your lower abdomen instead of the embouchure. Pay attention to the fact that breath support has to remain active through the last note! Keep the legato tight and make sure that you don’t make a glissando in between the notes (See example 17).

Later in this exercise, when the descending line is three octaves, we’ll cover the pedal notes (see example 18). This is a register that’s not natural to a trumpet, but it’s good to practice it for the development of the embouchure. It’s also not a bad idea to combine extremely high notes with extremely low ones. The C in small octave (see next page for an explanation) is usually the first harmonic, but it’s almost impossible to play this harmonic, because of the cylindrical design of a trumpet. You will get the best results playing them with 1, 2 and 3 (7th position).

It will take some time to be able to play these pedal notes. Don’t forget that you’re playing notes with a lot of resis-
Exercise 1 octave and fifth

Continue and go higher if possible!
Exercise 7 continued

4 octaves

Continue/higher if possible!
Chapter 6
SPECIALS

After seventeen exercises in legato and twelve in staccato, it’s now time to focus on some exercises which involve special skills or extreme versions from chapter four and five. This book has a well-balanced order and it doesn’t make much sense to start in chapter 5 or this chapter for example. I would strongly advise against it! With special skills I mean techniques that go beyond the basic techniques. To be able to practise the special skills you do need to have mastered the basic techniques very well. Here are some of the examples that will be covered in this chapter: bends, trills and shakes. The extreme character of the following exercises will be mainly defined by the fact that these will be executed one step beyond the previous material, or in a scale or in chords we haven’t dealt with yet. All of this in order to reach the next level of playing.

Exercise 30
Diminished bebop drills
After having amply dealt with legato in chapter 4, this exercise will build on that even further. First of all the dim7 chord (exercise 28) will be combined with the bebop lick from exercises 25, 26 and 27 and the extreme low register from exercise 7 and 8. We’ll start with the first phase of the exercise: a build-up from the dim7 chord in a syncopated rhythmic pattern. Start this exercise in a more compact embouchure than you normally would. Think about the highest note in this phrase. When you play with a minimum of air, you’ll stimulate the breath support and play the accent notes from the lower abdomen and not from the quantity of air (see example 77).

![Example 77](ex77)
Exercise 30 diminished bebop drills

TIPS exercise 30

- Start in a compact embouchure position and think about the highest note in the motif
- Play with minimal air to stimulate the breath support
- Play the accents from the lower abdomen and not from the embouchure
- Keep starting-embouchure position intact in descending line (compact play)
- Play up to the fermata in one breath, inhale and play to the extreme low octave
Keep the TIPS in mind of example 95
Shake/whole-tone descending

Whole-tone ascending/descending in 3 octaves

Harmonic ascending/descending in 3 octaves
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